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	Fully revised to meet Adobe's Creative Suite 6 release, Exploring Adobe Photoshop CS6 is the resource you need for mastering this industry-standard digital imaging program. From the software's foundations to new features and enhancements only available in version CS6, the book delivers the stellar coverage and tools readers expect from Delmar-Cengage Learning. Readings include four-color photos and screen shots, step-by-step instructions, and in-depth tutorials derived from real-life graphic design projects. A complete, designer-driven resource, this textbook helps readers wield the power of Photoshop® for thrilling graphics, illustration, composition, and special effects. The Data Files used to complete the projects found in the book are now available online. For access information please refer to the directions available in the preface of the book.
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The Elegant Warrior: How To Win Life's Trials Without Losing YourselfPage Two, 2019

	"... contains plenty of valuable, adaptable life lessons to help readers through tricky situations... a template for achieving personal and career goals." 

	Publishers Weekly

	

	Can you win life's battles without losing yourself?

	

	Life is full of trials, and sometimes you...
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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OutlookMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you can...
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The Gathering Storm (Wheel of Time, Book 12)Tor Books, 2009




Tarmon Gai’don, the Last Battle, looms. And mankind is not ready.



The final volume of the Wheel of Time, A Memory of Light, was partially written by Robert Jordan before his untimely passing in 2007. Brandon Sanderson, New York Times bestselling author of the Mistborn books, was...
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Cisco Ccnp Switching Exam Certification Guide (Cisco Career Certification,)Cisco Press, 2000
The official self-study test preparation guide for the Cisco CCNP and CCDP(r) Switching exam
Coverage of the CCNP/CCDP Switching exam topics enables you to identify and fill your knowledge gaps before the exam date. You'll learn how to:


	Design, build, and maintain high-speed, multilayer switched networks running Fast...
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Microsoft(R) SharePoint(R) 2007 Development UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
When many people first encounter Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS), they are often confused. Out of the box, a lot of people have trouble figuring out what it does and what it’s for. The most important thing to realize about SharePoint is that it isn’t intended to be a complete, off-the-shelf, shrink-wrapped product. Rather,...
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Logic and Structure (Universitext)Springer, 2012

	Dirk van Dalen’s popular textbook Logic and Structure, now in its fifth edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to the basics of classical and intuitionistic logic, model theory and Gödel’s famous incompleteness theorem.


	Propositional and predicate logic are presented in an easy-to-read style using...
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